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Bibliophile Mystery series. Brooklyn’s chance to restore a rare first edition of Beauty and
the Beast seems a fairy tale come true—until she realizes the book belonged to an old
friend of hers. Ten years ago, Max Adams, a brawny renowned papermaker, fell in love
with a stunning beauty, Emily, and gave her the copy of Beauty and the Beast as a
symbol of their love. Soon afterward, he died in a car crash, and Brooklyn has always
suspected his possessive ex-girlfriend and her jealous beau. Now she decides to find
out who sold the book and return it to its rightful owner—Emily. She believes a rare book
dealer can assist her, but when she arrives at his shop, she finds him murdered. Is it
Leave the Grave Green Harper Collins
possible that the same couple who may have killed Max are now after his edition of
You can run from the grave, but you can't hide . . . Half-vampire Cat Beauty and the Beast? With the help of her handsome boyfriend, Derek Stone, Brooklyn
Crawfield is now Special Agent Cat Crawfield, working for the
must unravel the murder plot—before she ends up in a plot herself....
government to rid the world of the rogue undead. She's still using
everything Bones, her sexy and dangerous ex, taught her, but when Cat
is targeted for assassination, the only man who can help her is the
vampire she left behind. Being around him awakens all her emotions,
from the adrenaline kick of slaying vamps side by side to the reckless
passion that consumed them. But a price on her head—wanted: dead or
half-alive—means her survival depends on teaming up with Bones. And no
matter how hard she tries to keep things professional between them,
she'll find that desire lasts forever . . . and that Bones won't let
her get away again.
Grave-mounds and Their Contents National Geographic Books
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Night Huntress series comes a thrilling new look at
the iconic origin story of Cat and Bones, as experienced by Bones...from the other half of the grave.
There are two sides to every story–and the sizzling British alpha vampire, Bones, has a lot to say... Ever
wondered what Bones was thinking and feeling when he and half-vampire Cat Crawfield first met? Or
how their story might differ if he were the one telling it? Now, relive the beginning of Cat and Bones'
bestselling love story through Bones' point of view, which reveals a darker, sexier take on their early
days, as well as a deeper dive into Bones' past, the vampire world, and other things that Cat didn't see
when their story was told only through her eyes in Halfway to the Grave. Cat had her say. Now, it's
Bones' turn.

The Heroes of Albany HarperCollins UK
The heroes - inspiration for my generation and all others. Excitement and insight for children of all ages in
Kingsley's masterly reselling s
Grave Expectations Rosetta Books
“Cat and Bones are combustible together.” —Charlaine Harris, author of the Sookie Stackhouse novels Cat
and Bones are back! New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jeaniene Frost returns to her
remarkable Night Huntress paranormal series, pulling out all the stops on This Side of the Grave. The
incomparable team of half-vampire Cat Crawfield and her all-vamp husband Bones face their most terrifying
challenge yet as they race to prevent a “species war” that could devastate humans and immortals alike—and
are forced to seek help from their sworn enemy, the Ghoul Queen of New Orleans. Gripping, intriguing, and hot
as Hades, This Side of the Grave is where Kim Harrison, Lynsay Sands, and Christine Feehan fans definitely
want to be!

The Cradle in the Grave Penguin
Dr. Flip Satis is in Bisbee for all the wrong reasons, but he’s chasing the right man. He’s wanted Dr.
Wallace Brinkley since Flip sat in Dr. Brinkley's anatomy class but the chivalrous older medical examiner
never acted on the chemistry between them. After making a deal with the devil to be closer to his mentor
and eternal crush, a summer monsoon and a dead body throw Flip’s plans into disarray. Wallace came
to Bisbee looking for a slower pace, but now his one temptation has arrived in the eccentric former
mining town. When Flip needs his help, Wallace can’t turn his back on the beguiling young doctor
with the haunting blue eyes. As Flip becomes the primary suspect in the murder of a notorious
businessman, Wallace turns to the Bachelors’ club for assistance. Can he solve the crime without giving
into temptation, or will falling for Flip lead to grave expectations...

The Grave of O'Neill with Other Poems Simon and Schuster
There may be grave consequences for bookbinder Brooklyn Wainwright as she attempts Denying to the Grave Trafford Publishing
to solve two murders tied to one book in this novel in the New York Times bestselling
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Charley is not having the best week of her life. But all of that combined barely scratches the surface of her
Get ready for a quirky, whodunit novel that delivers heart-pounding excitement from the first
problems. Recent developments—and a few distressing prophesies—have forced her to become a responsible
chapter. Another Foot in the Grave has all the elements you'd expect from a first-rate murder
adult. Exactly the kind of adult she's never aspired to be. To conquer such a monumental task, she's decided to
mystery-kidnapping, gruesome killings, and a detective heroine that is willing to hunt down a
start small. Really small. She gets a pet. But how can she save the world against the forces of evil when she can't
serial killer that makes Hannibal Lector seem tame. Lieutenant Killian Shelleen finds her squad even keep a goldfish alive? A tad north of hell, a hop, skip, and a jump past the realm of eternity, is a little place
car at the local cemetery. Demolished by a group of teenage grave robbers, she believes the case called Earth, and Charley Davidson, grim reaper extraordinaire, is determined to do everything in her power to
to be a run-of-the-mill vandalism. With her crack homicide team known as the Zombie Squad
protect it. We're doomed.
The Trouble with Twelfth Grave Humanix Books
and her trusty canine, Dracula, a horrific discovery is unearthed. The foot of a murdered girl is
found in a freshly buried grave. Killian's on a race with death as she and her detectives try to stop “A perfectly executed psychological thriller” (The Guardian) from the internationally bestselling author of The
Wrong Mother and The Other Woman’s House Television producer Fliss Benson is surprised to discover that
a madman from kidnapping and murdering young women in her quaint little town nestled in the
her superstar boss, Laurie Nattrass, is stepping down from his post. She’s even more surprised that he asks her
San Francisco Bay area. Not only is this the biggest case of her life, but her romantic life is turned to take over his documentary about crib-death mothers wrongly accused of murder. Thanks to Laurie’s
upside down by the new (and incredibly sexy) priest at her local church, Father Mason Denali.
advocacy, three women are now free, while the doctor who testified against them is under investigation for
Can Killian rescue the killer's latest victim before time runs out? Will she give in to the mutual
misconduct. Then one of the mothers is found dead. In her pocket is a card with sixteen numbers on it, arranged
attraction of a forbidden love? She's in over her head and pulling out all the stops to solve the case in four rows of four- exactly like the anonymous card Fliss has just received in the mail. The fifth book in Sophie
Hannah’s beloved Zailer and Waterhouse series, The Cradle in the Grave combines the puzzle of a Golden
and maybe, just maybe find the love of her life. Another Foot in the Grave is filled with
Age mystery with a masterful tale of psychological suspense that Tana French and Laura Lippman fans will love.
unforgettable characters, sharp, observant writing and a cat and mouse chase that will keep you
The Encyclop dia Britannica: Harmony-Hurstmonceaux NYLA
reading until the final pages.

American Primary Teacher Bawdy Books
Twelve-year-old Arlo is afraid of fire, creepy TV shows, and even his own shadow—but most of all,
he’s afraid of losing his mother to the disease that nearly claimed her life a year ago. During a
Thanksgiving road trip, a sudden collision with a strange beast in the middle of the road totals the
family’s car, and Arlo, his mom, and his sister end up stranded in a small town. There’s something off
about Livermore. No one has a phone or a car, and the townspeople aren’t exactly friendly. Without
phone service to make a call for help, the family stays at the Samuels’ mansion, but inexplicable
sightings at night set Arlo on edge. When he stumbles upon a dark secret that the town’s inhabitants
will kill to keep, getting out of Livermore becomes a matter of life or death.
One Book in the Grave Pinnacle Books
When Connor Swann, the dissolute son-in-law of renowned and influential Sir Gerald and Dame
Caroline Asherton, is found floating in a Thames River lock, the circumstances eerily recall a strangely
similar tragedy. Twenty years ago, the Ashertons' young son, Matthew, a musical prodigy, drowned in a
swollen stream while in the company of his sister Julia -- Connor Swann's wife. Police Superintendant
Duncan Kincaid and Sergeant Gemma James quickly discover that Connor's death was no accident, and
that nothing in the Asherton family is as it seems. Connor, though estranged from Julia for more than a
year, still lives in her London apartment, where his exploits with women and gambling suggest plenty of
motives. The Ashertons are far more attached to Connor than to their own daughter, and these are only
the first of the secrets that haunt the suspects. New lies cover older lies, as Kincaid finds himself
dangerously drawn to Julia Swann, and Gemma must confront her own troubling feelings for Kincaid.
Another Foot in the Grave Lulu.com
The New York Times bestseller from Darynda Jones, Seventh Grave and No Body, puts Charley Davidson in the
line of more fires than she may be able to handle... Twelve. Twelve of the deadliest beasts ever forged in the fires
of hell have escaped onto our plane, and they want nothing more than to rip out the jugular of Charley Davidson
and serve her lifeless, mangled body to Satan for dinner. So there's that. But Charley has more on her plate than
a mob of testy hellhounds. For one thing, her father has disappeared, and the more she retraces his last steps, the
more she learns he was conducting an investigation of his own, one that has Charley questioning everything she's
ever known about him. Add to that an ex-BFF who is haunting her night and day, a rash of suicides that has
authorities baffled, and a drop-dead sexy fiancé who has attracted the attentions of a local celebrity, and

First Grave on the Right is the smashing, award-winning debut novel that introduces Charley Davidson:
part-time private investigator and full-time Grim Reaper. Charley sees dead people. That's right, she
sees dead people. And it's her job to convince them to "go into the light." But when these very dead
people have died under less than ideal circumstances (i.e., murder), sometimes they want Charley to
bring the bad guys to justice. Complicating matters are the intensely hot dreams she's been having about
an Entity who has been following her all her life...and it turns out he might not be dead after all. In fact,
he might be something else entirely. This is a thrilling debut novel from Darynda Jones, an exciting
newcomer to the world of paranormal romantic suspense. First Grave on the Right is the winner of the
2012 Rita Award for Best First Book.

Standing in Another Man's Grave McFarland
In the 1950s, the interior of West and Central Africa was still known as 'The White Man's Grave'. Its forests were
primeval and inhabited the minds of Westerners as places of foreboding. But to Donald MacIntosh, a 23-year-old
Gaelic-speaking Scottish forester, it was a dream come true when he found himself posted to the hot, cloying
humidity of those fabled lands. During the next 30 years he was to work and live as a tree surveyor, prospector
and forest botanist. He listened to the tales of ancient Africa from the lips of hunters, fishermen, chiefs and witch
doctors from a vast diversity of tribes in myriad encampments and also had many encounters with the creatures
of the forest, from the magnificent leopard to the homicidal buffalo, and from the indolent but horrendously
venomous gaboon viper to the agile, irascible and instantly fatal spitting cobra. His odyssey contains a host of
characters with exotic names like 'Old Man Africa', 'Magic Sperm', 'Famous Sixpence' and 'Pisspot', whose
stories are all told here. But the Africa that MacIntosh describes is no more. The forests have been decimated,
and with them have gone the people and the creatures that lived in them long before the coming of the white
man's chain saw. This is a rare, poignant and sometimes hilarious glimpse into a vanished past by one who was
part of it.

First Grave on the Right St. Martin's Press
Abandoned in a department store as a baby, thirteen-year-old Tom Mullen has been shuffled
from one rotten foster home to another his entire life. When he hears rumors that a mass grave
has been unearthed on his school grounds, he finds himself inexplicably drawn to it. The grave
pulls Tom down into its terrible darkness and beyond, where he discovers that he is no longer in
Liverpool in 1974 but in Ireland in 1847, at the height of the potato famine. A family named
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Monaghan takes him in, and for the first time Tom experiences what it is like to have parents and
siblings who care for one another. But why has Tom been transported through time and space?
And why must the grave keep yanking him back to his dreary lonely existence in Liverpool? Most
of all, what does it mean that the Monaghan's son, Tully, is practically Tom's double?
A History of Greek Religion Strategic Book Publishing
Grim Reaper Charley Davidson is back in the twelfth installment of Darynda Jones’ New York Times
bestselling paranormal series, The Trouble with Twelfth Grave. Ever since Reyes Farrow escaped from a
hell dimension in which Charley Davidson accidentally trapped him, the son of Satan has been
brimstone-bent on destroying the world his heavenly Brother created. His volatile tendencies have put
Charley in a bit of a pickle. But that’s not the only briny vegetable on her plate. While trying to
domesticate the feral being that used to be her husband, she also has to deal with her everyday life of
annoying all manner of beings—some corporeal, some not so much—as she struggles to right the wrongs
of society. Only this time she’s not uncovering a murder. This time she’s covering one up. Add to
that her new occupation of keeping a startup PI venture—the indomitable mystery-solving team of
Amber Kowalski and Quentin Rutherford—out of trouble and dealing with the Vatican’s inquiries
into her beloved daughter, and Charley is on the brink of throwing in the towel and becoming a
professional shopper. Or possibly a live mannequin. But when someone starts attacking humans who are
sensitive to the supernatural world, Charley knows it’s time to let loose her razor sharp claws. Then
again, her number one suspect is the dark entity she’s loved for centuries. So the question becomes:
Can she tame the unruly beast before it destroys everything she’s worked so hard to protect?

adversaries both old and new. Rebus may have missed the thrill of the hunt, but he's up against a
powerful enemy who's got even less to lose. On the twentieth anniversary of Ian Rankin's first
American publication comes a novel bursting with the vitality and suspense that made its author
one of crime fiction's most dazzling stars. Standing in Another Man's Grave is the triumphant
return of John Rebus, and a riveting story of sin, redemption, and revenge.
Dead Man’s Grave (DS Max Craigie Scottish Crime Thrillers, Book 1) St. Martin's Press
You've never read a Ripper book like this. Christian was born in 1852. He carried out a sexual attack on
a local girl and so fled to London to avoid being lynched. He and best friend Jimmy became trainee
surgeons with a nefarious organization (The Firm). Both men fell in love with the same woman.
Christian later illegally married her and further on became a whoremaster. In 1888, after he found out
his "wife" had had a long sexual affair (and a child) with his best friend, his drug use and rage led him to
release his wrath upon the prostitutes he formerly protected. Lauretta his "wife" kept a diary writing
about him realizing she was married to Jack the Ripper. After he brutally murdered numerous women
usually for a reason as it was not random, he realized there was one loose end: Jimmy's son. Thus,
members of The Firm were hired to murder him secretly and dispose of the body. In 1913, the Ripper
died after suffering via a STD. After his death, his family found a stash of money in his favourite
armchair. His family lived on without him, and Lauretta (the hero) didn't pass over until 1934.

The Grave Reagan Arthur Books
A hostage rescue specialist is on the trail of a homegrown terrorist organization in this thriller by the New York
Times bestselling author. When a cult-like paramilitary group decides to make its deadly presence known, the first
victims are random. Ordinary citizens going about their lives in Washington, D.C., are suddenly fired upon at
Silent in the Grave Roaring Brook Press
rush hour by unseen assassins. Caught in the crossfire of one of the attacks, rescue specialist Jonathan Grave spies
A retelling of the greatest myths and legends of the ancient Greek gods and heroes for readers of
a gunman getting away—with a mother and her young son as hostages. To free them, Grave and his Security
all ages by a celebrated historical novelist. In the ancient past, the Gods and Goddesses of ancient Solutions team must enter the dark heart of a nationwide conspiracy. But their search goes beyond the frenzied
Greece lived on Mount Olympus and ruled the world of mortals. Famous heroes shaped the
schemes of a madman's deadly ambitions. This time, it reaches all the way to the highest levels of power…

course of history, beautiful women drew the gazes of gods and men alike, and the gods were both
fickle in their favors and breathtakingly generous to those they smiled upon. From Midas’ tragic
gift to the exploits of Hercules and the curse of Pandora, renowned classicist and historical
novelist Robert Graves brings the legends of ancient Greece to life in a lively, accessible way
that’s sure to appeal to everyone; from children to adults, and from casual readers to serious
scholars.
The Grave Above the Grave Harper Collins
‘The best police procedural I’ve read in years’ Jane Casey ‘Grabbed me from the first page’ Ian Rankin

The heroes ancient Greek tales for my chkildren Groundwood Books Ltd
John Rebus returns to investigate the disappearances of three women from the same road over
ten years. For the last decade, Nina Hazlitt has been ready to hear the worst about her daughter's
disappearance. But with no sightings, no body, and no suspect, the police investigation ground to
a halt long ago, and Nina's pleas to the cold case department have led her nowhere. Until she
meets the newest member of the team: former Detective John Rebus. Rebus has never shied
away from lost causes - one of the many ways he managed to antagonize his bosses when he was
on the force. Now he's back as a retired civilian, reviewing abandoned files. Necessary work, but
it's not exactly scratching the itch he feels to be in the heart of the action. Two more women have
gone missing from the same road where Sally Hazlitt was last seen. Unlike his skeptical
colleagues, Rebus can sense a connection - but pursuing it leads him into the crosshairs of
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